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HOLLYWOOD, FL, UNITED STATES, November 21, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Jennifer Monroy pens a children's
book that teaches an important lesson about being the
"unique" one in the crowd. The story introduces the
character who is set to do something brave! "Penelope Polar
Bear" is somebody special!

Being the new girl in the neighborhood gives Penelope the
Polar Bear her share of not having someone to talk to. She
encounters a challenge of making new friends due to her
unique physical characteristic. She doubts herself in the
beginning as she sees the disadvantage of her individuality.
People do not really like talking to her until one day,
Penelope finally gets the chance of meeting other unique
individuals. They become her friends and this makes
Penelope realize the importance of becoming brave and true to herself. After all, her special
characteristic is not so bad at all!

The author shares a unique story that channels her passion for children. Her greatest desire is for
children to be loved and be liked for who they are. I Am Somebody Special serves as an
encouragement for children, this is the kind of story that parents should read to their children to teach
them the value of becoming one's true self. Monroy invites the younger crowd to make someone
happy today by sharing this wonderful story that will remind a friend how special she or he is!

About the Author: 
Jenn Monroy a.k.a. "Jenny Foor" is a Florida native who graduated from Florida Atlantic University
with a Bachelor's degree in Sociology and Psychology. My heart and soul belongs to children of all
ages and backgrounds. My greatest wish is for children to be liked and loved by their peers and those
who care for them for who they are on the inside and for what they bring to this world. Physical traits
should not matter and children should be encouraged by the community to be proud of where they
come from and be proud of any "special" traits they have. All children deserve the opportunity to shine
and rise to the top of their class and be friends with whomever they wish. If in the end that person
chooses not to be their friend then that is their loss, but each child in this world needs to be proud of
the "special" person they are! God made each of us just the way we are for a specific reason! May
God bless each and every one of you... young and old and always remember ... I Am Somebody
Special!
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